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Abstract -Fitness trackers capable of counting steps,
measuring heartrates, quality and quantity of sleep and
activities are gaining popularity these days. Fitness trackers
not only track your activities but also keeps a record of your
III.
location very precisely. Data generated by these fitness
trackers are used in court rooms and are capable of altering
the outcome of a trial. Therefor it is very essential that the A.
information produced by these fitness trackers are protected.
In this paper we review eight of the most popular fitness
trackers price ranging between 15$ to 150$ and check
whether the data generated by them can be corrupted or not.
Also we identified the flaws in the few most popular fitness
trackers and propose the work that can be done to secure
them.
Keywords: Wearable, fitness-band, healthcare, fitnessB.
tracker, IoT, Wearable Security.
I. Introduction
According to a report by Forrester more than 20% of U.S.
adults use a smart watch or fitness tracker on a daily basis.
According to the report fitness Is the number one priority for
the users. Fitness wearable market is ruled by Apple Watch,
Nike Fuel, and Fitbit. It is also stated that market of fitness C.
wearables will increase by 40 percent in next five years. The
rise in popularity of the fitness wearables also attracted smart
phone and wireless carrier companies. With increasing
popularity of fitness wearables comes the concern for the
personal data security. Whether the data collected by fitness
wearables are secure and legit or not. Also the data collected
by fitness wearables are used in court rooms and can decide
the outcome of a trial [1,2]. Insurance companies are also
providing benefits to their customers who chooses to share
their fitness data with them [3]. In most of the fitness
wearables, Privacy and Security concerns seem to be an
afterthought and are not generally taken in account during the
design and manufacturing stages of the fitness wearables. [4]– D.
[7].
This paper contributes in the field as follows: This paper
contains comparative systematic review of some of the famous
fitness wearables and issues concerning the security of the
personal data.
II.

Related work

Paul et al. discuss the privacy policies of Different Fitness
Wearable manufactures, finding with whom manufacturers
aspire to share the data produced and what privileges a
consumer keeps over their own data. They found a number of
disturbing statements concerning the ownership and viable
treatment of user’s data [8]. In 2013, Rahman et al. found
some flaws in Fitbit’s protocol of communication, e.g.
unencrypted and unauthenticated data upload, permitting for
easy data manipulation. They created fit Lock a “defence
system” for the weaknesses discussed [9]. Zhou et al.
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monitored up on this effort by recognizing faults in Fit Lock,
but did not suggested their own set of modiﬁcations to ﬁx the
above mentioned issues [10]
Security and Privacy
Data transmission
Mio fuse did not send any data to company server. The IMEI
number to Xiaomi, the transfer of the mobile phone serial
number to Basis, and the unexpected routine transmissions of
fine-grained location data to Jawbone and Withings, were
examples of transmissions of sensitive data that did not seem
essential, or at least, for which the user is not properly
informed.
MAC Address perseverance
MAC address of almost each device remained same over the
long period of time. We observed that only the Apple watch
changes the Bluetooth MAC address whenever rebooted and
after approximately at an interval of 10 minutes.
Transmission Security
We observed that most fitness device’s mobile application
used HTTP to encrypt their communication with remote
servers. These transmissions take place when for signing up,
logging in, logging fitness data or any other application
events. By choosing HTTP, the fitness tracker companies are
helping consumers to get away with third party interference
i.e. monitoring or tampering or modifying any data exchanged
between user’s mobile and company server. This security
method does not employ in GARMIN CONNECT and
WITHINGS HEALTH MATE which make them vulnerable to
third party surveillance or modification.
Data Tampering by “Man in the Middle attack"
A MITM attack is an attack where an attacker secretly relays
and possibly alters the communication between two parties
who believe they are directly communicating with each other.
I.

Comparative Analysis w.r.t various security features

Comparative analysis of different security wearables on
parameters such as Transmission Security, Data Integrity,
Bluetooth Surveillance is shown in table 1.
Table 1 Comparative Analysis w.r.t various security features.
Device

App

Apple
watch

Watch

Transmission
security
Uses https,
Certificate
pinning

Data
integrity
No test
performed

Bluetooth
surveillance
LE policy
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Basis peak

Basis peak
1.14.0

Uses https,
Certificate
pinning

No test
performed

No LE
policy

Fitbit
charge HR

Fitbit 2.10

Uses https

MITM test
yet to be
performed.

No LE
policy

Garmin
vivosmart

Garmin
connect
2.13.2.1

No https
Besides
signup/login

MITM test
yet to be
performed.

No LE
policy

Jawbone
UP 2

Jawbone
UP 4.7.0

Uses https

MITM test
yet to be
performed.

No LE
policy

Mio fuse

Mio go
2.4.4

No user data
sent

No test
performed

No LE
policy

Withings
pulse O2

Withings
health
mate
2.09.00

Uses https,
Security
hole(android)

MITM test
yet to be
performed.

No LE
policy

Xiomi mi
band

Mi fit
1.6.122

Uses https

MITM test
yet to be
performed.

No LE
policy

collected or tampered by unauthorized third parties, as did a
security vulnerability in the Withings Health Mate application.
Our findings confirm concerns about the potential for
unknown parties to access fitness data. Finally, the fitness data
generated by several wearable devices can be falsified by
motivated parties, calling into question the degree to which
this data should be relied upon for insurance or legal purposes.
This confirms the concerns that people could fraudulently
input device data are grounded in reality. Basic security claims
hid the truth that two applications exhibited serious troubles in
keeping the privacy of personal information in transfer over
the internet network. Some diverse categories of sensitive
information, usually in the form of unique identifiers that
could connect fitness and biographical data to a single mobile
phone hardware or single specific fitness wearable, were
apparently collected by some fitness tracking companies.
However, such identifiers were not necessarily made
accessible to consumers. As a consequence of these
inaccurate, or in some cases contradictory findings, consumers
may be misled or confused about the real degree of security
measures in place or extent of personal data collected by
fitness tracking companies.
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